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Dear Parent/Carer, 

We had our annual awards ceremony on Tuesday 7th July, and I have to say that it 

was attended by some very proud parents and exceptional students, who have made 

a real impression on their teachers over the year. It was also time to celebrate 

everything in which the school has been involved since September and, when you 

put them all together, Kings Norton Girls’ School has had a stunning year. Just a few 

updates on that soon. On 9th July our students were at Selly Manor for the launch of 

their creation of an audio tour for young pupils. They dressed up in costume for the 

event so watch out for this in the news. You probably know by now that our Maths 

Department won Maths Team of the Year in the Times Educational Awards in London 

last month. We are proud of their passion for maths and that they have a different 

approach to almost all other school maths teams, which works to ensure high 

achievement. They are working with King’s College, London, on developing their 

practice. The Hadron Collider in Switzerland wowed our science students during their 

visit to Switzerland last week, and the school fete was a memorable community 

event. 

We had a great day with the new Year 6s last week and their parents enjoyed very much the getting to know you 

event in the evening and particularly the barbeque which gave everyone a chance to socialise; we welcome them 

warmly into out community. 

Thank you for the part you have played this year in supporting your daughter at the school. Have a lovely break and 

we look forward to seeing everyone for the new term, which for students starts on Monday 7th September. 

Ms G Fox, Headteacher 

Dates for your Diary 

Monday 7th September - Years 7 and 13 induction 

Monday 14th September - Year 12 Parents as Partners 
evening 

Monday 21st September - Whole school open evening from 5-
8pm 

Tuesday 22nd September - Whole school open morning from 
9-11am 

Thursday 8th October  - Year 10 Parents as Partners evening 

Thursday 15th October - Whole school open morning from 9-
11am 

Thursday 22nd October - Year 7 Parents as Partners evening 

Wednesday 11th November - Whole school open morning 
from 9-11am 

Thursday 12th November - Year 11 parent’s evening 

Thursday 26th November - Sixth Form parent’s evening See inside for details 
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South Network Art Exhibition 

The Art and Photography Department were very proud to present to the community a selection of work from this 
year’s GCSE and A Level cohort. This took place Monday 29

th
 June at the University building on Margaret Street, as 

part of the Birmingham South Network annual exhibition 2015. 
  
Despite the searing heat, there was a large turnout of students, parents and staff to celebrate in the success of 
students from across the city. We showed a variety of work in painting and drawing, ceramics and photography to 
reflect on the breadth of materials and techniques offered at KNGS. This was greatly appreciated and much admired 
by visitors – lots of cooing, arrs and awws!  This exhibition is an important marker for the students as they come to 
the end of their current courses; to see their work displayed to the wider art community, and in such a prestigious 
venue, is an experience to value greatly.   
 
Special thanks to Becky Guy, Year 13, for her help curating the work for KNGS and to Izzy Upton, Year 13, Ellie 
Harborne and Bliss Priestley, Year 12, for providing some soft background music to welcome the guests as they 
arrived. 
 
Thanks to all who visited; hope you enjoyed it as much as we have enjoyed working with our girls across the year! 
 
KNGS Art Department – Emma Everson / James Abelson / Melanie Randell / Emily-Kriste Wilcox  
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Kings Norton Girls’ School Takes ‘Maths Team of the Year at Prestigious 2015 TES School 

Awards 

‘ “Kings Norton Girls’ School in Birmingham, has taken the ‘Maths Team of the Year’ award at the prestigious 2015 
TES Schools Awards. The awards, now in their seventh year, recognise outstanding contributions made by 
education teams and individuals to help students around the country to succeed, both inside and outside the 
classroom. 
 
The Maths Department of Kings Norton Girls’ School in Birmingham has done two brave things. First, all classes up 
to Year 10 are mixed-ability. This avoids students being labelled as “bottom” or “top” set and instead instils in each 
child the belief that they can achieve in maths. 

 
Second, it dedicates an entire half-term to each maths topic. This means teachers can go into real depth and allows 
plenty of time for rich, engaging activities that boost understanding and enjoyment. Indeed, students are extremely 
positive about maths and this is reflected in GCSE results that are well above the national average. 
The judges said: “The impressive results the school has achieved and the positive feedback from students speak 
volumes for the success of these policies. But this could not have been achieved without the hard work and 
dedication of the staff. Many schools could learn from this innovative approach, making Kings Norton a worthy 
winner.” ‘ 
 
Ann Mroz, Editor, TES, commented: “This is an exceptional set of interventions.  What Kings Norton Girls’ School is 
doing is having an incredible impact.” 
 
Winners attended a black-tie event in at the Grosvenor House Hotel, London, hosted by BAFTA-nominated writer 
and comedian Greg Davies, where over 1,000 attendees celebrated all that is outstanding in UK education, from the 
efforts of individual teachers to the work of entire schools. 
 
The awards have 17 categories, including secondary school, primary school, alternative provision and healthy school 
of the year. New accolades have been introduced in 2015 for teacher-bloggers and early years’ settings, in addition 
to an award for the most creative school. 
 
The winners were chosen by a panel of judges including the writer Anthony Horowitz, Dame Joan McVittie, 
Headteacher, Woodside High School, London, and Colin Bell, Chief Executive of the Council of British International 
Schools. 

 

“We were fantastically excited to win the TES award for Maths Team of the Year. It’s great for KNGS to be 
recognized but ultimately we’re there for our students and  grateful for their efforts. I’d like to thank the Maths team 
for their constant hard work and especially their unwavering belief that, with effort, every pupil can develop as a 
mathematician and that no one should be limited by their prior attainment.”  
 
Mr Tom Francome, Head of Mathematics 
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Student Leadership Update 

Student Leadership Accreditation 
 
Some of our student leaders have been working towards the SSAT student leadership accreditation by creating a 
portfolio of evidence demonstrating how they have developed their leadership skills against ten leadership strands. 
All students have had to write a supporting statement for every piece of evidence collected explaining how it reflects 
the skills needed for either the bronze, silver or gold award.  
 
23 students achieved either the award for their role as either a prefect or a subject ambassador. Congratulations to 
the following students: Kansah Asif, Nicole Faulkner, Elsa Small, Lucy Moore, Katarina Scott, Florence Stott, 
Catherine Rooney, Fatma Salah, Fatima Bahoudashi, Lucy Glynn, Joanne Thomas, Niamh O'Neill, Bareerah 
Qureshi, Chloe Aggrey, Holly Plews, Ruqayah Firdaws Akbar, Abigail Ludford, Emily Howard-Seal, Helen Wilby, 
Arama Lemon, Anmol Sandhu, Mahtob Yousefpour-Lazarjani and Sophie Clifford. 
  
The Tenner Challenge led by Business Studies Subject Ambassadors 
 
Our yearly ‘Tenner Challenge’ is a chance for our girls from all year groups to experience what it is like to be an 
entrepreneur by thinking of a new business idea and making it happen.  Students are given a £10 loan from the 
Tenner Bank to get their business off the ground. Working alone or in a group, students then have one month to 
make as much profit as they can from the £10 note. Students then decide what to do with the extra profits.   
 
There were many applicants for this challenge and in total, 30 students were selected to take part and were all able 
to pay back their loans.  Many groups made a profit and gave money to charity.   
 
Thank you to all the girls who took part and to our business studies ambassadors; Shenay Issac, Amelia Bowers, 
Tara Smith and Noormobeen Tariq who led and coordinated the Tenner Challenge. 
 
Tara Smith said “The month was rewarding as my friends and I were able to make a profit.  It was great for all 
students to get a glimpse of what it is like to run a business”. 

Oxford University Pathways 

On 19
th
 May a group of year 10 girls had an amazing day at Oxford 

University. The visit began at Christ Church College, famous for its 
use as the film set for many of the scenes in the Harry Potter films. 
Later in the day, the girls had a tour of Somerville College, following 
in the footsteps of some of its famous alumni including Dorothy 
Hodgkin, Indira Gandhi, Margaret Thatcher and Iris Murdoch. The 
college was founded in 1879 and named after Mary Somerville, one 
of the best known female scientists of the nineteenth century and a 
great advocate of women’s education. The college was ground-
breaking in its approach to openness and inclusiveness and has been 
at the forefront of promoting and developing the high academic 
achievement of women. During the visit the girls found out about what 
it is like to live and study in Oxford. They had interactive sessions 
with current students and also had a taster lecture from an Oxford 
academic. It was an inspiring day, motivating our girls to aim high! 
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Year 8 Trip to Twycross Zoo 

Extinction and habitat destruction caused by human activities are 
putting the biodiversity on our planet at risk. In contrast, other 
human activities, such as the conservation projects organised at 
Twycross Zoo, are helping to protect the vulnerable creatures all 
over the world. Our Year 8s had an inspiring day learning about 
biodiversity and conservation at Twycross Zoo. They attended an 
engaging talk on biodiversity and conservation and were given 
the opportunity to stroke a variety of small creatures, such as 
chinchillas. Many of the organisms at the zoo are endangered in 
the wild and this talk reinforced what our students can do to help 
protect these vulnerable creatures. 
 
The sun was shining on us at the zoo and the animals were on 
their best form: bonobos created sleds out of straw and hurtled 
themselves down hills; inquisitive penguins tackled obstacle 
courses; awe-inspiring gorillas showed their tender side when they played with their young; the zebras were at 
combat to determine the ranking in the pack, and the hyenas were on the prowl. One highlight for many students 
were the brightly coloured squawky lorikeets that perched on our students and ate out of their hands. 
    
As usual, the KNGS students were fantastic ambassadors for the school. They were polite to the public and showed 
a lot of respect for the wellbeing of the animals. As the students travelled around the zoo they completed a variety of 
activities and prizes were awarded based on the students’ effort in the completion of these activities. 
 
Meanwhile, those students who stayed at KNGS completed outstanding research projects on animal conservation. 
They researched a variety of endangered organisms and the challenges that they face. They used their research to 
created impressive posters which will proudly be used to display the talent that our students have at KNGS. 
 
Thank you to all staff and students that made the trip such a great event.    

Sixth Form Transition Days 

In June we welcomed prospective Year 12 students to our Transition days with the aim of preparing them for the 
demands of ‘A’ levels, as well as offering the opportunity to experience A level lessons. This year is the first year 
where boys will be enrolling at KNGS Sixth Form and it was great to see them being involved. 
 
Once the initial welcome was over students embarked on creating the ideal ‘A’ level student and comparing their 
ideas  with Kings Norton Sixth Form expectations. Happily, everyone was keen to suggest resilience, independence, 
focus and commitment amongst the top skills. Their enthusiasm was boundless and they threw themselves into the 
taster lessons they attended, leaving with plenty of holiday work to do as preparation for September.  
 
At Kings Norton Sixth Form we want to develop the whole student and so provided an opportunity for them to 
demonstrate their time management, organisation and creative skills as part of the Transitions days. Students were 
asked to impart their knowledge and advice to current Year 8 girls as they go into Year 9, where GCSE options are 
high on the agenda.  Our prospective Year 12 students were ready to meet the challenge head on, offering 
anecdotes, personal accounts, advice and motivational speeches, resulting in the Year 8 students awarding all the 
groups 10/10! 
 
The Transition days culminated in a visit to Drayton Manor where the sun shone and some well-earned fun was had. 
The next academic year looks very promising and we are looking forward to working with our new Year 12s in 
September 2015. 
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KNGS PE Success 
We currently have students competing to a high standard in a variety sports such as cricket, football, swimming and 
gymnastics. A special mention to : 
Alice Ford- who competes nationally in tennis. 
Freya Shand-Mabbott who represents Great Britain in Karate.  
 

Birmingham School Games 

4 teams (2 netball and 2 rounders’ teams) qualified for the Birmingham School Games on Thursday 9
th

 July.    
 
The U13s’ netball team came first and the U15s’ rounders’ team came second. Well done to all girls who 
participated! 

A team of athletes qualified to represent Baverstock Partnership for the Birmingham School Games Super 6 athletics 
competition. They spent the day competing at Alexander Stadium, placing 5th out of 11 teams from across 
Birmingham on the day. There were some excellent performances and girls also got to warm up with Harry Aikines 
Aryeetey, European medallist and former BBC Young Personality of the Year and watch a pole vault demo from 
Sophie Cook, an up-and-coming Birchfield Harriers athlete. 
 
 
Several primary competitions and festivals have been 
supported this year, organised and officiated by the PE 
leadership team which consists of over 40 pupils from 
Year 8 to Year 10. Events have included netball, dance, 
rounders and athletics festivals, as well as supporting the 
running of the Primary School Games rounders event, 
after completing and gaining a rounders officiating course 
qualification. Well done to all girls who have developed 
their leadership skills and confidence across the year and 
enabled the primary pupils to enjoy their sports 
afternoons.  
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PGL Residential to Osmington Bay 

53 of our Year 10 students and 5 intrepid staff arrived in Osmington Bay PGL camp to brilliant sunshine and great 
views of Weymouth from our hill top chalets and we knew we were going to have a great time. Fortunately, not all of 
us knew what challenges we would have to face or there may have been more of a sense of trepidation at the 
thought of taking a leap of faith by jumping off telegraph poles and “giant swinging” into an abyss. The activities 
certainly tested character and helped us work together to go that extra mile and there was something there for 
everyone to enjoy from raft building to archery and abseiling…. And of course the food!!!!  There was also plenty of 
time to get to know each other better; the chalets were rather cosy! And plenty of down time to play volley ball, 
football, watch electrical storms or just crash out. Without a doubt an experience everyone should have at least once 
in their lifetime!  

Transition Event at the National Motorcycle 

Museum 

On June 4th, some of our students attended a transition 

event at the National Motorcycle Museum where they 

learnt about help that is available for those with additional 

needs beyond secondary education. After touring the 

stalls, the girls attended a seminar on web safety run by 

British Telecom, and entered a competition in which our 

very own Arooj Jawad of 10G won a brand new Kindle! 

Congratulations Arooj! 
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Photography Trips 

Last month the Year 10 photography students visited three different locations in Birmingham. On a dry, but not 

especially sunny, day we visited Digbeth, Sarehole Mill and The Clent Hills. It was a very productive day with 

everybody taking lots of photographs, several hundred in some cases, which will be very useful in providing some 

great images for their unit one topics. Thanks go to Mrs Paull for accompanying the trip and driving one of the 

minibuses. 

Earlier this month the Year 12 photographers visited The Fox Talbot Museum at Lacock Abbey in Wiltshire, the 

birthplace of modern photography (and a location for the Harry Potter movies, amongst others). The students had the 

opportunity to see the famous window at Lacock, the subject of one of the first photographs ever taken 180 years 

ago, and to take their own version. They also visited the mystical village of Avebury with its huge array of prehistoric 

standing stones and, as the weather had improved steadily throughout the day, there were some fabulous skies to 

be photographed. Overall, a very productive and stimulating day. Many thanks too to Denise Wilson for 

accompanying the trip. 

Gardening Club Revamp Raised Bed 

A big thanks to Wyvale Garden Centre in Bournville, especially Phil the Deputy Manager, 
which provided the school with half-price materials to revamp the raised flower beds in the 
quads. 
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Years 12 and 13 Visit to CERN, Geneva 

Mrs Miller and Mr Todd took a group of Year 12 and 13 students on a visit to Geneva between 8th - 10th July.  After 

meeting in the (very) early hours of Wednesday morning, we were driven to Luton airport by Mrs Caswell and arrived 

in Switzerland several hours later.   

After having a picnic lunch in the Parc de l'Ariana, the girls visited the nearby ICT discovery centre for talks on the 
'Digital Divide' between the developed and developing world and the history of communication, from cave paintings 
to the internet. 

The main focus of the trip was a visit to the CERN particle research facility, where protons are sent at incredible 
speeds round the famous Large Hadron Collider.  CERN is almost a small town in itself, with over 12 000 employees 
from around the world working together.  We were shown round the ATLAS detector, where the results of the high 
speed subatomic collisions are analysed, and a workshop where the pipes used to carry the particles are 
tested.  The sheer complexity of the machinery used in the experiments is astonishing; the scientists at CERN really 
are working at the cutting edge of both physics and engineering. 

On our final day, we were given a tour of the United Nations headquarters.  It was incredible to stand in the very 
rooms where peace treaties between countries such as Iran and Iraq have been brokered.  The students relished 
their experience there and left with a much better idea of the efforts required to maintain international relations in the 
21st century. 

Geneva itself is a beautiful city and basked in sunshine throughout our visit.  We made sure that the girls had time to 
wander the streets of the old town and visit Lake Geneva during our time there.  Needless to say, our students 
conducted themselves wonderfully during what was quite a demanding schedule.  They were excellent ambassadors 
both for Kings Norton Girls' School and the country. 

This was the school's second trip to CERN, and we hope to establish it as a regular event for girls studying physics 
and chemistry at A Level. 
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Imi Unotong Selected for Nigerian 

World Cup Squad 

Former KNGS student Ini Umotong was been 
selected to play for the Nigerian women’s 
football team and travelled to Canada to 
compete in the FIFA Women’s World Cup 
this summer. We would like to congratulate 
Imi for this incredible achievement and wish 
her every success in the future.  

Moses Akatugba Pardoned in Nigeria 

In December, Kings Norton Girls’ School campaigned with 
Amnesty International on behalf of Moses Akatugba from Nigeria. 
When he was 16 Moses was arrested for stealing a mobile phone. 
He “confessed” to the crime after being tortured (including having 
his nails pulled out with pliers) and was subsequently sentenced to 
death for this crime. 
 
Many of our students, along with people around the world, sent 
cards to the Nigerian government demanding that the death 
sentence be revoked. On 28th May, 2015, Moses was pardoned. 
He is free again. 

International News 

National Space Centre Visit 

In June, more than 100 potential astronauts from 
Year 7 explored worlds beyond our own when 
they visited the National Space Centre in 
Leicester. In the true spirit of space travel, lift off 
was slightly delayed (in our case due to a 
separate traffic incident on the M6), but once 
there our girls quickly found themselves hitching 
a thrilling simulator ride to the ice moon Europa 
and scaling the dizzying 42 metre rocket tower. 
Other highlights included a planetarium show 
about the extreme conditions faced by 
astronauts and learning about Helen Sharman, 
the first Briton in space and inspiration for our 
own Sharman house. 

Year 9 Tide Global Learning Group - Young People on the Global Stage #YPOGS 

As mentioned in the previous newsletter, Kings Norton Girls’ School is one of 8 local schools taking part in this excit-

ing opportunity from Tide Global Learning. ‘Young People on the Global Stage’ is an EU funded project bringing to-

gether young people from the UK, Germany, Spain, Kenya and The Gambia to reflect on the Millennium Goals on 

poverty and hunger. For Kings Norton, this will involve a group of Year 9 students working to organise and host a 

conference for Midlands’ schools later in this year. From this we will launch our ‘Manifesto for Sustainable Living’ 

and the girls will be involved in lobbying at a local, national and regional level as a follow up to the conference. The 

team have been involved in some exciting things this half term, as Emily Humphreys and Alice Falciani report below. 
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The Day of the African Child – 16th June 

The Day of the African Child is based around raising awareness of the changes that need to be made to the 

education provided to African children. This year on the 16th June we held a Skype call to the Gambia during 

lunchtime. We talked to a group of teenagers who, like ourselves, are studying at school and are taking part in the 

Tide Global Learning Project. This was a great opportunity as we were able to ask the group in the Gambia any 

questions we had about their everyday lifestyles and about the project we are working on. They also asked us 

questions about our lifestyles, what we were doing for our role in the project and any ideas we had.  

During the Skype call we asked them some questions such as “What is gender equality like in your community?” We 

expected it to be unequal however we were surprised to find out that they told us it was equal and both boys and 

girls were treated equally.  We also asked about any hobbies they had and what they liked to do outside of school 

and they told us that it was quite similar to ourselves as they enjoy playing sports such as football, watching movies 

and seeing friends when they can.  We also found out that in their schools they do a lot of gardening, as they have 

gardens, and learn a lot about agriculture and the environment during their school lives. They also told us that 

sometimes after school they go into the gardens and plant fruit and vegetable plants along with flowers and other 

plants. Finally, we found out that in the Gambia teenagers have more of a responsibility for their family – such as 

younger siblings – and most of the people we spoke to agreed and said they felt 

very responsible for the care of any younger siblings they had. 

“The Skype call really helped us and the project we are doing as we found out a lot 

of other information about what it is like for a teenager to live in a developing country 

and the issues with a gender gap and its affect of poverty and hunger. It was also 

very interesting to hear what questions they had for us.”  

Emily Humphreys 9S 

Senior Gambian Civil Servant visits Kings Norton Girls 

On Monday 22nd  June, Ndey Bakurin, director of the 

National Environment Agency of Gambia, visited our school 

to talk about sustainable development. This was an immense 

privilege as Ndey is an expert on development as well as an 

extremely high-ranking member of the Gambian 

administration. The goal of the NEA is to achieve the 

objectives of the Gambia Environmental action plan, 

including: solving environmental problems, conserving natural 

resources and ensuring sustainable economic, environmental 

and social developments.  

“This linked in with the ongoing TIDE ‘Young People on the Global Stage’ project as we are looking at issues related 

to hunger and poverty and in particular how women experience these issues. We were joined by a group of students 

from Ark Kings Norton who are taking part in the same project. We all joined in a group discussion about our daily 

practices, environmental awareness, and spoke about our role as future leaders. Ndey gave us lots of information 

about the types of projects active in the Gambia aimed at conservation and sustainable development and made us 

promise to recognize World Environment Day next year. We also discussed traditional and modern attitudes to 

women, the reality of girls’ education in the Gambia and a whole host of ways to reduce consumption and re-use 

products which we hope to feed back to the Student Leadership group.”  

Alice Falciani 9S 

Mrs Millard Retires at Colmore Juniors 

Mrs Cheryl Millard, headteacher of Colmore Junior School 
will be retiring at the end of the summer term. We are 
creating a book of memories and farewell messages to 
give to her during our leavers assembly on the last day of 
term. If any past pupils or parents wish to write a letter or 

note, share a memory or photograph please can you send them in a sealed envelope addressed to Mrs. Harvey at 
Colmore Junior School or email to enquiry@colmorej.bham.sch.uk by the 3

rd
 July. Thank you. 
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Puzzles & Brainteasers 

Easy Medium Hard 

Sudoku 

The maths department would like to take this opportunity to thank all students involved in the recent examinations for 
their efforts. Many students have taken responsibility for working on things they found most challenging at maths 
clinic until they understood. This perseverance should pay dividends both in the exams and throughout life. You may 
have seen this GCSE exam question causing consternation in the press although I thought it was quite a sweet 
question:  

Hannah has a bag containing a total of n sweets of which 6 were orange.  

The chances of Hannah picking two orange sweets one after the other is one third.  

Prove that n²-n-90=0 

However, I thought this a better test of mathematical reasoning: 

Prove that the product of three consecutive numbers is a multiple of six. 

Once again, you can attempt this brainteaser for pure pleasure or submit your solution to the front office to win a 
prize for your daughter. 

Submit solutions to  Mr. Coglan by Friday 10th September. The winner will be the first correct solution drawn at 
random.  

This was the problem from last time and the explanation: 

There are two men on camels, the narrator and one called "The Man who counted" and they come across a man 
who has escaped an attack by desert nomads and is starving - and he asks for some food.  The narrator has three 
loaves of bread and the Man Who Counted has five.  So they share the bread out and the starving man says he is a 
wealthy sheik and will repay them when they reach the city.    When they reach the town the wealthy sheik meets his 
vizer and gives 8 gold coins to the pair, in return for their bread.  He says that these should be given - 3 to the 
narrator and 5 to the Man Who Counted...  But the Man who counted says they should be given - 1 to the narrator 
and 7 to the Man Who Counted..... 
 
Why? 

From The Man Who Counted by Júlio César de Mello e Souza 

Each loaf of bread was broken into three pieces...  So the narrator contributed 9 pieces of bread, and the Man Who 
Counted contributed 15 pieces of bread - but each person ate 8 pieces of bread... so the narrator gave the shiek 
ONE piece, and the Man Who Counted gave him SEVEN pieces. Hence the reason for the division..... 
 
But the Man Who Counted was a good Islamic Scholar who felt that this 1:7 division of the money was suitably 
mathematically perfect, but is not perfect in the eyes of God - so he insisted on a 4:4 split.  

Maths Parent Puzzle 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/J%C3%BAlio_C%C3%A9sar_de_Mello_e_Souza

